
 
This guide is for use by professional intermediaries only 

Rates valid 08 February 2017 – 02 March 2017 

 

Products 

What mortgage options are open to your clients?   

Please ensure you refer to the current lending LTVs as borrowing limits and restrictions may apply. 

Products may not always be available up to the maximum LTV displayed below. 

 

Equity Share – First Time Buyer     

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* 
Max 
loan Options 

Fixed       

114304 1.54% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114305 1.64% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114306 1.64% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114307 1.84% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114328 1.94% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    



£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

£2m considered on an individual basis     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114329 2.04% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114330 2.04% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114331 2.24% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114316 2.29% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114317 2.49% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114340 2.49% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114318 2.59% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114341 2.69% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114342 2.79% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114319 2.84% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114343 3.04% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)     

113784 1.44% (BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113785 1.54% (BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113786 1.59% (BBR+1.34%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113787 1.74% (BBR+1.49%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113820 1.84% (BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113821 1.94% (BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113822 1.99% (BBR+1.74%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113823 2.14% (BBR+1.89%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Equity Share – Homebuyer Existing     

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* 
Max 
loan Options 

Fixed       

114312 1.44% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114313 1.54% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114314 1.54% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114315 1.74% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      



£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114336 1.84% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114337 1.94% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114338 1.94% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114339 2.14% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114324 2.19% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114325 2.39% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



       

114348 2.39% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114326 2.49% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114349 2.59% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114350 2.69% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114327 2.74% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114351 2.94% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)     



113792 1.34% (BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113793 1.44% (BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113794 1.49% (BBR+1.24%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113795 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113828 1.74% (BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113829 1.84% (BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      



Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113830 1.89% (BBR+1.64%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113831 2.04% (BBR+1.79%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Equity Share – Homebuyer New     

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* 
Max 
loan Options 

Fixed       

114308 1.54% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114309 1.64% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114310 1.64% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114311 1.84% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  



Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114332 1.94% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114333 2.04% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114334 2.04% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114335 2.24% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114320 2.29% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114321 2.49% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114344 2.49% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114322 2.59% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114345 2.69% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114346 2.79% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114323 2.84% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114347 3.04% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)     

113788 1.44% (BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113789 1.54% (BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113790 1.59% (BBR+1.34%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113791 1.74% (BBR+1.49%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113824 1.84% (BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113825 1.94% (BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113826 1.99% (BBR+1.74%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113827 2.14% (BBR+1.89%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



       

First Time Buyer      

       

(All Home Buyer New products are also available to First Time Buyers)  

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* 
Max 
loan Options 

Fixed       

113880 1.29% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113881 1.34% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113882 1.34% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113883 1.54% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113951 1.69% 3 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114097 1.69% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    



£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113884 1.74% 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113952 1.74% 3 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113953 1.74% 3 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114098 1.74% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114099 1.74% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113954 1.94% 3 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114100 1.94% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114022 1.99% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114168 1.99% 3 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114169 2.04% 3 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114170 2.04% 3 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113955 2.14% 3 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       



114023 2.14% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114024 2.14% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114101 2.14% 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114239 2.19% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114171 2.24% 3 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114240 2.34% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114241 2.34% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  



Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113885 2.39% 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114025 2.39% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114172 2.44% 3 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113956 2.59% 3 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114242 2.59% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114026 2.69% 5 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114102 2.79% 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114173 2.89% 3 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114243 2.89% 5 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114027 2.99% 5 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113276 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113277 3.09% 10 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



       

113637 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114244 3.19% 5 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113278 3.19% 10 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113638 3.19% 10 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113279 3.29% 10 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113639 3.29% 10 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113640 3.39% 10 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113280 3.64% 10 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113886 3.69% 2 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113641 3.74% 10 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113281 3.89% 10 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113642 3.99% 10 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113957 4.09% 3 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    



£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114103 4.09% 2 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114174 4.39% 3 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114028 4.49% 5 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114245 4.69% 5 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)     

113333 1.24% (BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113334 1.34% (BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    



£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113335 1.34% (BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113336 1.54% (BBR+1.34%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113337 1.64% (BBR+1.44%) 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113694 1.64% (BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113695 1.74% (BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



       

113696 1.74% (BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113397 1.89% (BBR+1.64%) 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113697 1.94% (BBR+1.74%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113698 2.04% (BBR+1.84%) 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113398 2.09% (BBR+1.84%) 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113399 2.14% (BBR+1.89%) 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Switch and Fix option available     

       

113338 2.29% (BBR+2.04%) 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113699 2.69% (BBR+2.44%) 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113339 3.59% (BBR+3.34%) 2 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113700 3.99% (BBR+3.74%) 2 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Home Buyer Existing      

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* 
Max 
loan Options 

Fixed       

113902 1.19% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



       

114352 1.19% 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113903 1.24% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113904 1.24% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113905 1.44% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113973 1.59% 3 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114115 1.59% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       



114356 1.59% 3 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114364 1.59% 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113906 1.64% 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113974 1.64% 3 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113975 1.64% 3 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114116 1.64% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       



114117 1.64% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113976 1.84% 3 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114118 1.84% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114044 1.89% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114186 1.89% 3 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114360 1.89% 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114368 1.89% 3 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114187 1.94% 3 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114188 1.94% 3 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113977 2.04% 3 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114045 2.04% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114046 2.04% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114119 2.04% 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  



Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114257 2.09% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114372 2.09% 5 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114189 2.14% 3 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114258 2.24% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114259 2.24% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113907 2.29% 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      



Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114047 2.29% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114190 2.34% 3 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113978 2.49% 3 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114260 2.49% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114048 2.59% 5 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114120 2.69% 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114191 2.79% 3 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114261 2.79% 5 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113288 2.89% 10 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 Cash Back^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114049 2.89% 5 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113844 2.89% 10 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113289 2.99% 10 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



       

113649 2.99% 10 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113868 2.99% 10 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114262 3.09% 5 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113290 3.09% 10 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113650 3.09% 10 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113291 3.19% 10 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       



113651 3.19% 10 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113652 3.29% 10 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113292 3.54% 10 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113908 3.59% 2 years £999 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113653 3.64% 10 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113293 3.79% 10 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113654 3.89% 10 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  



Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113979 3.99% 3 years £999 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114121 3.99% 2 years £0 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114192 4.29% 3 years £0 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114050 4.39% 5 years £999 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114263 4.59% 5 years £0 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)     

113355 1.14% (BBR+0.89%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      



Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113848 1.14% (BBR+0.89%) 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113356 1.24% (BBR+0.99%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113357 1.24% (BBR+0.99%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113358 1.44% (BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113359 1.54% (BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



       

113716 1.54% (BBR+1.29%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113872 1.54% (BBR+1.29%) 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113717 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113718 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113403 1.79% (BBR+1.54%) 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113852 1.79% (BBR+1.54%) 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Minimum loan of £5k      



£250 cashback^      

Available for purchase only      

       

113719 1.84% (BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113720 1.94% (BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113404 1.99% (BBR+1.74%) 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113405 2.04% (BBR+1.79%) 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113360 2.19% (BBR+1.94%) 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113721 2.59% (BBR+2.34%) 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113361 3.49% (BBR+3.24%) 2 years £999 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113722 3.89% (BBR+3.64%) 2 years £0 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£250 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Home Buyer New      

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* 
Max 
loan Options 

Fixed       

113891 1.29% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113892 1.34% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113893 1.34% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



       

113894 1.54% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113962 1.69% 3 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114104 1.69% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113895 1.74% 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113963 1.74% 3 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113964 1.74% 3 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114105 1.74% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114106 1.74% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113965 1.94% 3 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114107 1.94% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114033 1.99% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114175 1.99% 3 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114176 2.04% 3 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114177 2.04% 3 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113966 2.14% 3 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114034 2.14% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114035 2.14% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114108 2.14% 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114246 2.19% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114178 2.24% 3 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114247 2.34% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114248 2.34% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



       

113896 2.39% 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114036 2.39% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114179 2.44% 3 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113967 2.59% 3 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114249 2.59% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114037 2.69% 5 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114109 2.79% 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114180 2.89% 3 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114250 2.89% 5 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114038 2.99% 5 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113282 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113283 3.09% 10 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113643 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114251 3.19% 5 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113284 3.19% 10 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113644 3.19% 10 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113285 3.29% 10 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113645 3.29% 10 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113646 3.39% 10 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113286 3.64% 10 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113897 3.69% 2 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113647 3.74% 10 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



       

113287 3.89% 10 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113648 3.99% 10 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113968 4.09% 3 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114110 4.09% 2 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114181 4.39% 3 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114039 4.49% 5 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114252 4.69% 5 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)     



113344 1.24% (BBR+0.99%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113345 1.34% (BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113346 1.34% (BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113347 1.54% (BBR+1.34%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113348 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113705 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113706 1.74% (BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  



Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113707 1.74% (BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113400 1.89% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113708 1.94% (BBR+1.74%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113709 2.04% (BBR+1.84%) 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113401 2.09% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113402 2.14% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       



113349 2.29% (BBR+2.04%) 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113710 2.69% (BBR+2.44%) 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113350 3.59% (BBR+3.34%) 2 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

113711 3.99% (BBR+3.74%) 2 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Remortgage      

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* 
Max 
loan Options 

Fixed       

113935† 1.29% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113941‡ 1.29% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114354† 1.29% 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

114355 1.29% 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113936† 1.34% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113937† 1.34% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113942‡ 1.34% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113943‡ 1.34% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 



       

113938† 1.54% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113944‡ 1.54% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114006† 1.69% 3 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114012‡ 1.69% 3 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114148† 1.69% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114154‡ 1.69% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114358† 1.69% 3 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

114359‡ 1.69% 3 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

114366† 1.69% 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

114367‡ 1.69% 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

113939† 1.74% 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113945‡ 1.74% 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114007† 1.74% 3 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       



114008† 1.74% 3 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114013‡ 1.74% 3 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114014‡ 1.74% 3 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114149† 1.74% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114150† 1.74% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114155‡ 1.74% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114156‡ 1.74% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  



Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114009† 1.94% 3 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114015‡ 1.94% 3 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114151† 1.94% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114157‡ 1.94% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114077† 1.99% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114083‡ 1.99% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114219† 1.99% 3 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114225‡ 1.99% 3 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114362† 1.99% 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

114363‡ 1.99% 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

114370† 1.99% 3 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

114371‡ 1.99% 3 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

114220† 2.04% 3 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114221† 2.04% 3 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114226‡ 2.04% 3 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114227‡ 2.04% 3 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114010† 2.14% 3 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114016‡ 2.14% 3 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114078† 2.14% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



£250 Cashback      

       

114079† 2.14% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114084‡ 2.14% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114085‡ 2.14% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114152† 2.14% 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114158‡ 2.14% 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114290† 2.19% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       



114296‡ 2.19% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114374† 2.19% 5 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

114375‡ 2.19% 5 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

114222† 2.24% 3 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114228‡ 2.24% 3 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114291† 2.34% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114292† 2.34% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114297‡ 2.34% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114298‡ 2.34% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113940† 2.39% 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113946‡ 2.39% 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

114080† 2.39% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114086‡ 2.39% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 



       

114223† 2.44% 3 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114229‡ 2.44% 3 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114011† 2.59% 3 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114017‡ 2.59% 3 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

114293† 2.59% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114299‡ 2.59% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114081† 2.69% 5 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114087‡ 2.69% 5 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114153† 2.79% 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114159‡ 2.79% 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

114224† 2.89% 3 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114230‡ 2.89% 3 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

114294† 2.89% 5 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114300‡ 2.89% 5 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

114082† 2.99% 5 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114088‡ 2.99% 5 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

113317† 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113323‡ 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113846† 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      



£250 cashback      

113847‡ 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

113318† 3.09% 10 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113324‡ 3.09% 10 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113678† 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113684‡ 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113870† 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

113871‡ 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      



Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

114295† 3.19% 5 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

114301‡ 3.19% 5 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

113319† 3.19% 10 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113325‡ 3.19% 10 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113679† 3.19% 10 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113685‡ 3.19% 10 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 



       

113320† 3.29% 10 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113326‡ 3.29% 10 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113680† 3.29% 10 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113686‡ 3.29% 10 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113681† 3.39% 10 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113687‡ 3.39% 10 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113321† 3.64% 10 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113327‡ 3.64% 10 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113682† 3.74% 10 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113688‡ 3.74% 10 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113322† 3.89% 10 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113328‡ 3.89% 10 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

113683† 3.99% 10 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

113689‡ 3.99% 10 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)     

113385† 1.24% (BBR+0.99%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113391‡ 1.24% (BBR+0.99%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113850† 1.24% (BBR+0.99%) 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

       

113851‡ 1.24% (BBR+0.99%) 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113386† 1.34% (BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  



Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113387† 1.34% (BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113392‡ 1.34% (BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113393‡ 1.34% (BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113388† 1.54% (BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113394‡ 1.54% (BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 



Switch and Fix option available     

       

113389† 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113395‡ 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113746† 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113752‡ 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113874† 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

       

113875‡ 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      



Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113747† 1.74% (BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113748† 1.74% (BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113753‡ 1.74% (BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113754‡ 1.74% (BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113418† 1.89% (BBR+1.64%) 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       



113421‡ 1.89% (BBR+1.64%) 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113855‡ 1.89% (BBR+1.64%) 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113854† 1.89% (BBR+1.64%) 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

       

113749† 1.94% (BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113755‡ 1.94% (BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113750† 2.04% (BBR+1.79%) 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     



       

113756‡ 2.04% (BBR+1.79%) 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113419† 2.09% (BBR+1.84%) 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113422‡ 2.09% (BBR+1.84%) 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113420† 2.14% (BBR+1.89%) 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113423‡ 2.14% (BBR+1.89%) 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

113390† 2.29% (BBR+2.04%) 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113396‡ 2.29% (BBR+2.04%) 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

113751† 2.69% (BBR+2.44%) 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

113757‡ 2.69% (BBR+2.44%) 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)  

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)     

 

Fixed and tracker rates are limited offers and can be withdrawn at any time. The actual rate available will 

depend upon your client's circumstances. 

*Maximum LTV. Please ensure you refer to the current lending LTVs as borrowing limits and restrictions 

may apply. Products may not always be available up to the maximum LTV displayed above. Maximum loan 
size refers to the aggregate of all loans. Subject to criteria.  

^Cashback will be paid per account and is payable to customers within one month of completion of the 

mortgage. This cashback will be in addition to any Flexclusive mortgage cashback rewards and only applies 

to customers whose product was reserved on or after 27 July 2016. 

No standard valuation fees on all purchase and remortgage products. 

†Remortgage products that include the cost of a standard valuation and £250 cashback. 

‡Remortgage products that include the cost of a standard valuation and the cost of standard legal fees 

(using a Nationwide Conveyancer). Please visit our Legal Costs section for full details of what legal fees 
Nationwide will and won’t cover. 

At the end of the deal period all fixed and tracker rate mortgages will revert back to our SVR, the fully 

flexible Standard Mortgage Rate (SMR) mortgage - currently 3.74% (variable). The SMR has no upper limit 
or cap. 

http://cstsitedpls01:8098/lendingcriteria/ltvs
http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/remortgages
http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/remortgages
http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/fees_and_charges/legal_costs


For further details on product features and benefits, please use the links below: 

 Mortgage features 

 Product reservation and booking fees 

 Tracker Floor 

 

http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/mortgage_features
http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/fees_and_charges/reservation
http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/mortgage_features/tracker_rate_flexibility

